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Abstract— In this paper, we consider efficient blind decoder de-
sign for orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBCs). A general
decision rule for blind OSTBC decoding is derived assuming a
quasi-static flat multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) Rayleigh
fading channel. We use the linear dispersion representation of
OSTBCs to derive a blind decoder that results in a quadratic
minimization problem, which can be solved efficiently by semi-
definite relaxation, sphere decoding or successive interference
cancellation. To resolve phase ambiguity problems inherent in
blind detectors, rather than using pilot symbols that results
in a bandwidth loss, we propose novel totally blind decoders
using dual constellations or a superimposed training scheme. To
alleviate the computational burden, a minimum mean-square-
error (MMSE) channel estimator is also proposed to track the
time-varying channel without using the blind decoder.

I. INTRODUCTION

Space-time block codes (STBCs) with orthogonal designs
[1], [2] for multi-antenna wireless systems effectively utilize
diversity gains. Orthogonal STBCs (OSTBCs) achieve full
transmit diversity and are amenable to simple linear maximum-
likelihood (ML) decoding if the channel state information
(CSI) is known at the receiver. However, estimating a multiple
antenna channel may be difficult and the pilot symbols will
reduce the effective data rate. Moreover, the linear ML decoder
requires that the channel remains static over the length of
the entire codeword. The channel variation will destroy the
orthogonality of the OSTBC receiver filter, and the linear
ML decoder will no longer be valid [3]. These factors have
motivated blind space-time detectors.

In [4], a suboptimal blind detector (cyclic detector) has
been proposed to approximate blind ML OSTBC decoding;
i.e., it does not guarantee global optimization. It also requires
multiple pilot symbols. Subspace based blind and semi-blind
decoders are proposed in [5], where they are also generalized
for redundant linear precoders. However, they do not show
ML performance. Recently, an efficient approximate blind ML
decoder using semi-definite relaxation (SDR) was given in [6].
This SDR-ML decoder provides a substantially better bit error
rate (BER) than the previous blind decoders [4], [5]. However,
it is applicable only for binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and
also needs pilot symbols to solve the phase ambiguity inherent
in all blind decoders. All of these papers assume that the
channel remains constant over several block1 intervals. These

1Throughout this paper, the term ‘block’ refers to an OSTBC matrix
codeword.

studies hence neglect any consideration of the Doppler rate -
implicity making it to be zero.

In this paper, different from [4]–[6], we assume the channel
remains constant for a single block only and varies from block
to block. We call such a channel a quasi static (QS) fading
channel - which is valid for normalized Doppler rates up to
3%. However, for a more realistic assessment, in our simula-
tions, we assume a continuous fading channel with the Jakes’
spectrum and a given Doppler. We derive a general decision
rule for ML blind OSTBC decoding in a QS fading channel.
Using the linear dispersion representation of OSTBCs, we
show that the decision rule is a discrete quadratic minimization
problem. The resulting detector is only an approximate ML
detector over QS channels since the true ML detector cannot
result in a simple quadratic form. Rather than exhaustive
search, we solve the quadratic problem using sphere decoding
(SD) [7], vertical-bell labs layered space-time (V-BLAST) [8]
or SDR [9]. To solve the inherent phase ambiguity of blind
decoders, pilot symbols may be transmitted as in [4], [6].
However, to improve the bandwidth efficiency, we present two
novel approaches for totally blind decoding without explicit
pilot symbols. The first scheme uses dual constellations so that
the angles between a point in one constellation and any point
in the other constellation are different. The second scheme
makes use of superimposed training, where pilot symbols
are added to data symbols. We also optimize the two blind
schemes. To alleviate the computational burden of the blind
decoder, we give a minimum mean-square-error (MMSE)
channel estimator to estimate the channel for data detection
in subsequent blocks.

Notation: E{·}, (·)∗, (·)T , (·)H and (·)† denote expecta-
tion, complex conjugation, transpose, conjugate transpose and
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, respectively. The imaginary
unit is  =

√−1. The trace, determinant and the Frobenius
norm of matrix A are tr(A), det(A) and ‖A‖2

F = tr(AAH).
A circularly complex Gaussian variable with mean µ and
variance σ2 is denoted by z ∼ CN (µ, σ2). The sets of real
numbers and integers are R and Z. The N ×N identity matrix
is IN . The Kronecker delta is δi,j = 1 if i = j and δi,j = 0
if i �= j where i, j ∈ Z.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a MIMO system with Nt transmit and Nr

receive antennas. Each block of transmitted symbols has T
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time slots and time interval TB . The symbols transmitted
during the nth block are denoted by the T ×Nt matrix S[n] =
[st,i[n]], t = 1, 2, . . . , T and i = 1, 2, . . . , Nt, where st,i[n] is
transmitted by the ith antenna in the t+(n−1)T -th time slot.
For an OSTBC, P symbols x[n] = [x1[n], x2[n], . . . , xP [n]]T

with the same average power Es = E{|xp[n]|2} are transmit-
ted in the nth block. The entries of S[n] are linear in xi[n]
and x∗

i [n], and the block has the orthogonal property

SH [n]S[n] = c

(
P∑

p=1

|xp[n]|2
)

INt
(1)

where c = 1/r and r = P/T is the rate of the code. For the
Alamouti code [1] or the G2 code in [2], Nt = 2, P = 2,
T = 2, c = 1. An OSTBC can be alternately represented as
[10]

S[n] =
P∑

p=1

(αp[n]Ap + βp[n]Bp) =
P∑

p=1

(
xp[n]Cp + x∗

p[n]Dp

)
(2)

where xp[n] = αp[n]+βp[n] and Aq, Bq are called dispersion
matrices [10], which are constant for a given OSTBC. We will
make use of the linear dispersion representation of an OSTBC
(2) later.

We consider a frequency-flat Rayleigh fading MIMO chan-
nel resulting from a rich scattering environment. The received
signal at the jth receive antenna at time slot t in the nth block
is

rt,j [n] =
Nt∑
i=1

hi,j [n]st,i[n] + wt,j [n] (3)

where hi,j [n] denotes the path gain from the ith transmit
antenna to the jth receive antenna and wt,j [n] is the complex
additive white Gaussian noise at the jth receive antenna
with zero mean and variance σ2

n. The fading channel is
assumed to be QS, i.e., channel variations within each block
are negligible. All path gains are statistically independent
(E{hi,j [n]h∗

i′,j′ [n]} = δi,i′δj,j′ ) and have the same time
correlation function Rh(τ). Typically, when classical Jakes’
model is used, Rh[m] is given by

Rh[m] = E{hi,j [n]h∗
i′,j′ [n+m]} = δi,i′δj,j′σ2

hJ0(2πmfdTB)
(4)

where σ2
h denotes the power of the path gain, J0(·) is the

zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind, and fd is the
Doppler frequency due to users’ mobility. Note that the QS
condition is met when fdTB < 0.03. Eq. (3) can be written
in matrix form as

R[n] = S[n]H[n] + W[n] (5)

where R[n] = [rt,j [n]] is the T × Nr receive matrix, H[n] =
[hi,j [n]] is the Nt ×Nr channel matrix, and W[n] = [wt,j [n]]
is the T ×Nr noise matrix. The code transmission format and
channel are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The transmission diagram of a space time block coded system.

III. MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD BLIND DECODING

This section derives a new general ML metric for blind
decoding. Since the blind decoder decodes the transmitted
symbols in N consecutive blocks, we consider the received
blocks during n = k + 1 to n = k + N . Let R̄[k] =
[RH [k+1],RH [k+2], . . . ,RH [k+N ]]H and S̄[k] = [SH [k+
1],SH [k+2], . . . ,SH [k+N ]]H . The ML decision rule for the
sequence S̄[k] can be expressed as

S̄[k] = arg max
S̄[k]

f(R̄[k]|S̄[k]) (6)

where f(a|b) is the probability density function (pdf) of a
conditioned on b. The conditional pdf (6) can be calculated
by averaging the pdf f(R̄[k]|S̄[k], H̄[k]) with respect to the
channel matrix H̄[k], which results in

f(R̄[k]|S̄[k]) =
1

(πNNt det(CR[k]))Nr

× exp
(−tr

(
R̄H [k]C−1

R [k]R̄[k]
)) (7)

where H̄ = [HT [k+1], . . . ,HT [k+N ]]T and the conditional
covariance matrix CR[k] = E{R̄[k]R̄H [k]|S̄[k]} is given by

CR[k] = S̄D[k]CH S̄H
D [k] + Nrσ

2
nITN (8)

where S̄D[k] is a block diagonal matrix

S̄D[k] =




S[k + 1]
S[k + 2]

. . .
S[k + N ]


 (9)

and CH is the covariance matrix of the vector H̄. CH can be
represented as

CH = Nr(Ch ⊗ INt
) (10)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and Ch is given by

Ch =




Rh[0] Rh[1] · · · Rh[N − 1]

Rh[−1] Rh[0]
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
Rh[−N + 1] . . . . . . Rh[0]


 . (11)

If xp[n]’s belong to a unitary constellation, we have

SH [n]S[n] = TEsINt
. (12)
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However, if xp[n]’s are from a non-unitary constellation, when
P is large (for example, P ≥ 4),

∑P
p=1 |xp[n]|2 ≈ PEs using

the large law of numbers in (1) and we have

SH [n]S[n] ≈ TEsINt
. (13)

Since det(CR[k]) = det(CH S̄H
D [k]S̄D[k] + Nrσ

2
nINtN ) ≈

det(TEsCHINtN + Nrσ
2
nINtN ) is almost independent of

S̄D[k] for both unitary and non-unitary constellations, (6) is
equivalent to

S̄[k] = arg min
S̄[k]

tr
(
R̄H [k]C−1

R [k]R̄[k]
)
. (14)

Using the identity (A + BCD)−1 = A−1 − A−1B(C−1 +
DA−1B)−1DA−1, (14) becomes

ˆ̄S[k] = arg min
S̄[k]

tr
(
R̄H [k](ITN − S̄D[k]

×(Nrσ
2
nC−1

H + S̄H
D [k]S̄D[k])−1S̄H

D [k])R̄[k]
)

= arg max
S̄[k]

tr
(
R̄H [k]S̄D[k]CS̄H

D [k]R̄[k]
) (15)

where C = (Nrσ
2
nC−1

H + S̄H
D [k]S̄D[k])−1. Using (12),

C = D ⊗ INt
via Kronecker product properties, and D =

(Nrσ
2
nC−1

h + TEsIN )−1 with the (i, j)-th entry di,j . There-
fore, (15) can be written as

ˆ̄S[k] = arg max
S̄

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

di,jtr
(
RH [i]S[i]SH [j]R[j]

)
. (16)

For brevity, we omit the time index k in (16). We can show
that (16) can be expressed as

ŝ = arg max
s

sT Gs (17)

where s = [sT [1], . . . , sT [N ]]T , G is a positive
semidefinite block matrix with the (i, j)-th block
[G]i,j = di,jFH

i Fj , and Fj = [vec(AT
1 R[j]), . . . ,

vec(AT
P R[j]),−vec(BT

1 R[j]), . . . ,−vec(BT
P R[j])].

If the channel coherence time is larger than NTB , the
channel remains constant during N blocks. Using M -PSK
constellations, all di,j’s are then equal, and hence (16) reduces
to the decision metric given in [6]. However, (16) is not limited
to BPSK as in [6].

A. Efficient Algorithms

The integer quadratic optimization problem in (17) can be
efficiently solved by several algorithms. For brevity, we omit
details. For BPSK, (17) can be solved via SDR [9]. In SDR,
(17) is relaxed to a convex optimization problem called the
semidefinite programming (SDP) [9]. Instead of solving (17),
we solve the following so-called SDR problem

max tr{SG}
s.t.S 	 0

Si,i = 1.

(18)

After obtaining S from (18) using the algorithm in [9],
the blind ML decoding solution ŝ can be found by using

the Goemans-Williamson randomization [11], which provides
good approximation accuracy with a modest number of ran-
domization operations. The computational complexity of the
whole SDR process including randomization is O((NP )3.5).
However, the SDR decoder is suboptimal. Here, we suggest
the use of SD [7] to attain ML performance. If xp[k]’s belong
to unitary constellations, sT s = PN and ηsT s is a constant,
where η is a constant. Therefore, the maximization problem
(17) becomes

ŝ = arg min
s

sT (ηI2PN − G) s. (19)

If η is larger than the maximum eigenvalue of G, ρmax, it can
be readily verified that ηI2PN −G is positive definite. There
are three possible choices of η: ρmax + σ2

n, ρmax + ρmin, and
tr(G), where ρmin is the minimum eigenvalue of G. The third
choice is valid since the matrix trace has the property [12]

tr(G) =
2PN∑
i=1

ρi > ρmax. (20)

We use the first choice in the simulation. Let the Cholesky
decomposition of ηI2PN − G be M. Eq. (19) can then be
reduced to

ŝ = arg min
s

‖Ms‖2. (21)

The quadratic form (21) is similar to the ML detection rule
for a BLAST type MIMO system. Therefore it can be solved
by using SD [7] and the V-BLAST detection algorithm [8].

Note that for QPSK each element of s is chosen from the set
{−1, 1}. However, for M -PSK (M > 4), this does not hold.
For any constellation, if αp[n] is fixed, βp[n] is restricted by
the constellation. In SD, when αp[n] is assigned a value from
its candidate set, the candidate set for βp[n] is determined by
the bound given by SD and restriction in the constellation. The
details of the complex SD are given in [13]. A similar idea
can also be applied to the V-BLAST algorithm.

B. Non-Unitary Constellations

When xp[k]’s do not belong to unitary constellation Q,
det(CR[k]) may not be a constant. From simulation, we find
discarding det(CR[k]) does not affect the performance. Let
ξmax and ξmin be the maximum and minimum modulus of
the constellation Q, respectively. Eq. (15) is equivalent to
minimizing

g1(s) = ηPN − tr
(
R̄H S̄D(Nrσ

2
nC−1

H + S̄H
D S̄D)−1S̄H

DR̄
)

(22)

where s is defined in (17). Let A = Nrσ
2
nC−1

H + S̄H
D S̄D

and B = Nrσ
2
nC−1

H +Tξ2
minIN . It can be readily verified that

A 	 B, where A 	 B means A−B is positive semi-definite.
Using Corollary [12, p. 471], we can obtain A−1 
 B−1. It
can be proven that

tr
(
R̄H S̄DA−1S̄H

DR̄
) ≤ tr

(
R̄H S̄DB−1S̄H

DR̄
)
. (23)

Therefore, we have

g1(s) ≥sT

(
η

ξ2
max

I2PN − G′
)

s = g2(s). (24)
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where the (i, j)-th block of G′ is [G′]i,j = bi,jFH
i Fj , bi,j

is the (i, j)-th entry of B and Fi is defined in (17). When
using SD, we solve g2(s) ≤ g1(s) < r2. All the candidates
that satisfy g2(s) < r2 are found, and the one that makes
g1(s) a minimum is the ML solution. During the search, the
bound (or the radius) r2 can be updated by g1(s̃), where s̃ is a
valid candidate within the hyper-sphere. If ξmax is much larger
than ξmin, the bound given by g1(s) is loose and g2(s) ≤ r2

contains many points, which makes the algorithm inefficient.

IV. TOTALLY BLIND DECODERS

In the following, we take the Alamouti code with M -
PSK (QM = {e2πm/M}, m = 0, . . . ,M − 1) for example.
The decoders can also be generalized to other OSTBC’s and
constellations (details omitted for brevity). Clearly, a phase
ambiguity exists in (16). Assuming that the optimal solution
of (16) is given by Ŝ[i], i = 1, . . . , N , if there exists a unitary
matrix Θ such that S̃[i] = Ŝ[i]Θ is also a valid codeword,
S̃[i] is also a set of the optimal solution. The ambiguity can
be classified into two classes. First, let us define a rotation
matrix

Θ =
(

e2πk/M 0
0 e−2πk/M

)
, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}.

(25)
If S[1] or symbols {x1[1], x2[1]} are transmitted and maximize
(17), S̃[1] = S[1]Θ is also a valid codeword and the transmit-
ted symbols are identified as {x1[1]e2πk/M , x2[1]e−2πk/M}.
Another example is, for any OSTBC, Θ = −INt

is another
unitary matrix resulting in the ambiguity. We name it rotational
ambiguity to denote the phase rotation on each symbol. Such
ambiguity can be resolved using only one pilot, i.e., transmit-
ted at the first symbol x1[1] as suggested in [6]. The second
ambiguity is more complicated. We assume that {x1[1], x2[1]}
is transmitted in the first block and x1[1] is a pilot symbol.
Let

Θ =
(

0 −e2πk/M

e−2πk/M 0

)
, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1}.

(26)
The matrix S̃[1] = S[1]Θ is a code matrix given
by {−x2[1]e2πk/M , x1[1]e−2πk/M}. Therefore if
−x2[1]e2πk/M = x1[1], both S[1] and S̃[1] are valid
codewords with the first symbol transmitted by x1[1]. This
produces the second ambiguity, which cannot be solved by
using a single pilot symbol. Since this ambiguity has both
rotation on each symbol and permutation of symbols, we
name it permutation ambiguity. Since all of the matrices
S[n], n = 1, . . . , N share the same matrix Θ if a Θ exists,
Θ is determined to be INt

if a pilot block is transmitted, i.e.,
S[1] contains all known symbols. However, the pilot symbols
cause a bandwidth loss, which motivates the research for
totally blind decoders without any pilots. We present two
schemes in the following.

A. Dual-constellation scheme

For the Alamouti code, the two classes of ambiguity in-
clude both of the ambiguities. In [14], two different PSK-

constellations are used to solve the phase ambiguity in blind
OFDM detection, which motivates the totally blind decoder in
this paper.

In the first totally blind decoder scheme, we propose the
use of dual constellations in N consecutive blocks. The
constellation design criterion is:

Criterion 1: The two constellations are chosen such that
the angles between a point in one constellation and any point
in the other constellation are different.

QPSK (Q4 = {emπ/2+π/4,m = 0, 1, 2, 3}) and 3-PSK
(Q3 = {e2mπ/3,m = 0, 1, 2}) satisfy this criterion. For
example, 3-PSK is used in the 1, 3, . . . , N − 1, odd blocks
and QPSK is used in the remaining even blocks assuming N
is an even number. If Ŝ[1] and Ŝ[2] maximize (16), Θ1 is a
rotation matrix given by (25) or (26) for Ŝ[1], and Ŝ[1]Θ1

is also a feasible codeword. The rotation angle for Ŝ[1] is a
multiple of π/2. However, when it is applied to Ŝ[2], it can
be verified that Ŝ[2]Θ1 cannot result in valid codewords for
Ŝ[2] due to the use of different constellations. Similarly, the
rotation matrix Θ2 is also not applicable for Ŝ[1]. Thus, there
does not exist a Θ that makes both Ŝ[1]Θ and Ŝ[2]Θ valid.
Therefore, (16) has a unique solution. QPSK with 5-PSK and
8-PSK with 7-PSK also satisfy the property.

The 3-PSK and QPSK constellations pair is not optimized
in [14]. We optimize the constellations by maximizing the
Euclidean distance between the correct point and the wrong
point by additive noise or phase ambiguity. We find that the
optimal 3-PSK constellation is Q3 = {1, e5π/8, e−5π/8} and
the optimal QPSK is Q4 = {ekπ/2+π/4, k = 0, 1, 2, 3}.

The binary bits are mapped to 3-PSK via a punctured
convolutional encoder in [14]. Here we introduce a mapping
scheme similar to a linear block code. 3 binary bits are mapped
to two 3-PSK symbols, which consists of 9 tuples. The tuple
(0, 0) is not mapped and therefore it has 0.17 bits loss. When
performing ML decoding, this tuple is similar to a parity check
bit in a linear block code, which can correct the error. Since the
gray mapping does not exist for the 3 bits mapping, we develop
a quasi-gray mapping scheme by minimizing the neighborhood
bit errors. After optimization, we find the suboptimal mapping
is given by

100 → (1, e 5π
8 ), 010 → (1, e− 5π

8 ), 001 → (e 5π
8 , 1),

000 → (e 5π
8 , e 5π

8 ), 011 → (e 5π
8 , e− 5π

8 ), 111 → (e− 5π
8 , 1),

101 → (e− 5π
8 , e 5π

8 ),110 → (e− 5π
8 , e− 5π

8 ).
(27)

The use of two PSK constellations reduces the minimum
Euclidean distance. Alternatively, a semi-blind decoder can be
designed by transmitting one pilot (i.e., by fixing one element
of s). Then, the ambiguity problems will be eliminated.
Compared with the decoder with rotatable codes using a pilot
block, the semi-blind decoder is also bandwidth efficient.

Using the dual-constellation scheme, the resulting totally
blind decoder (20) can be solved using the modified sphere
decoder for PSK in [13].
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B. Superimposed pilots scheme

The superposition of pilot and data symbols has been
proposed in [5], [15] for channel estimation. Our key idea is to
use superimposed pilots to resolve the phase ambiguity. The
p-th transmitted symbol in the n-th block can be represented
as

xp[n] =
√

γn,ptp[n] +
√

λn,pup[n] (28)

where tp[n] is the known pilot and up[n] is a data symbol from
Q. We have γn,p + λn,p, and γn,p denotes the percentage of
the power allocated to training. The average power of xp[n] is
Es. In fact, (28) is a framework for all of the training schemes
in this paper. If γn,p = 1 for p = 1, . . . , P , it reduces to the
case using a pilot block to solve the ambiguity. When γn,p = 0
and the two constellations satisfying Criterion 1 are employed,
it becomes the dual constellation scheme. We still call the
decoder using (28) a totally blind decoder since if γn,p �= 1,
the data rate remains the same as γn,p = 0 or full rate. The
superimposed pilots can be used only for the first block, i.e.,
0 < γ1,p < 1 and γn,p = 0 for n = 2, . . . , N or for all of
the blocks 0 < γ1,p < 1 for n = 1, . . . , N . We show next the
superimposed pilots scheme is also a necessary condition for
the totally blind decoder.

The two constellations scheme resolves the ambiguity by
modifying only the phase so that there does not exist a valid
rotation matrix Θ for all of the OSTBC codewords from the
two constellations. For fixed tp[n], (28) forms a new non-
symmetric constellation for xp[n] with nonzero mean and we
denote the new constellation as Qs. Clearly, either the phase or
the amplitude of the point in Qs are different from those in Q.
Except for BPSK, Qs and Q satisfy Criterion 1. In addition,
due to the difference in amplitude, the minimum Euclidean
distance between the correct point and the wrong point by
additive noise or phase ambiguity may be increased and this
leads to performance improvement.

The value for γn,p can be optimized. We take BPSK for
example, and we assume that all of the γ1,p’s are equal
and Es = 1. If γn,p > λn,p and tp[n] = 1, Qs =
{√γn,p +

√
λn,p,

√
γn,p − √

λn,p}. Due to additive noise
and permutation ambiguity, Qs may be treated as Q′

s =
{√−γn,p − √

λn,p,−√
γn,p +

√
λn,p}. To gain the best

performance, we should optimize

max min{2√λn,p, 2
√

γn,p − 2
√

λn,p}. (29)

We can get γn,p = 4
5 and λn,p = 1

5 . Similarly, if γn,p < λn,p,
we have γn,p = 1

5 and λn,p = 4
5 .

For the detection of the superimposed scheme, we note that
if S[n] contains superimposed pilots, SH [n]S[n] cannot be
approximated as a diagonal matrix any more and Qs is not a
unitary constellation. We thus apply the modified SD (22)-(24)
for non-unitary constellations. By choosing ξmax and ξmin for
Qs, we can define g2(s) = ‖Ms‖2 as in (24), where MT M =

η
ξ2
max

I2PN − G′. Note that the s in (21) can be written as

s = Γtt + Γuu (30)

where t and u are formulated using the real and imaginary
parts of tp[n] and up[n] as s in (17), Γt and Γu are diagonal
matrices with diagonal entries; Thus, g2(s) is reduced to

g2(u) = ‖y − M′u‖2 (31)

where y = −MΓtt and M′ = MΓu. When using SD, we
solve g2(u) ≤ g1(s) < r2, g1(s) is defined in (22) and r2 is
updated using g1(s).

Since the information bearing symbols at the superimposed
pilot blocks have less energy than other pure data symbols,
these symbols may not be reliable. To improve the overall
performance, we first use the MMSE channel estimator in
Section V to estimate the channel in pure data blocks. The
channel at superimposed pilot blocks are then predicted and
the superimposed data is detected using the linear coherent
ML decoder for an OSTBC.

V. CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND PREDICTION

Even though the data symbols can be efficiently detected
using (17) without estimating the channel solved using SD, the
computational burden of the blind decoder may also be high
for a practical system. To alleviate the burden, the receiver
has two modes: blind mode and decision-directed mode. The
receiver starts with the blind mode using our blind decoder
(17). The detected data are used to estimate and predict the
channel. The receiver then reverts to the decision-directed
mode, where the decoded symbols are used to predict the
channel.

In the blind mode, after the data symbols have been detected
using (17), the channel can be MMSE estimated using Ŝ[k].
If the channel remains constant during N blocks, the MMSE
channel estimator is given by

Ĥ =

(
c

k+N∑
n=k+1

P∑
p=2

|x̂p[n]|2 +
σ2

n

σ2
h

)−1( k+N∑
n=k+1

SH [n]R[n]

)
.

(32)
Further details of the blind and decision-directed mode

operations will be provided in a journal version of this paper.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We now present simulation results for our blind decoder
over a flat Rayleigh fading channel. As opposed to the QS
fading assumption, the MIMO channel gains are generated by
sampling a continuous fading process via the Jakes’ model.
The SNR is defined to be E{‖H‖2

F }/σ2
n. We have assumed

in all the simulations that the receiver has perfect knowledge
of channel correlation and noise variance.

We first consider the non-rotatable OSTBC with Nt = 3
and P = 4 [6] 

 x1 x2 x3 x4

−x2 x1 x4 −x3

−x3 −x4 x1 x2


 . (33)

The number of receiver antennas is Nr = 3 and the number
of blocks is N = 8. BPSK is used for this code. x1[1]
is transmitted as a pilot to solve the phase ambiguity. The
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Fig. 2. BER versus SNR for different blind decoders with N = 8 and BPSK
over a static channel.
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Fig. 3. Average flops versus SNR for different blind decoders with N = 8
and BPSK over a static channel.

MATLAB V5.3 command “flops” is used to count the number
of flops. The ML decoding with perfect CSI is used as the
benchmark. The SDR algorithm follows exactly the one given
in [9].

We first consider that the channel remains constant for N
blocks. Fig. 2 shows the BER versus SNR of various blind
decoders, i.e., (21) with SD (blind SD), blind SDR [6], blind
cyclic [4] and blind subspace [5]. The blind SD and blind SDR
perform substantially better than the other blind decoders. At
BER=10−3, the blind SD has a 0.2-dB gain over blind SDR.
Compared with the benchmark, the blind SD performs 2 dB
worse, which is due to the differential mechanism behind the
blind decoder.

Fig. 3 compares the average complexities of different blind
decoders in a static channel. The average flop count is used as
the complexity measure. The complexity of the preprocessing
stage such as Cholesky decomposition is also counted for blind

SD. The complexities of blind SDR and blind subspace are
independent of SNR, while the other two depend on SNR. The
blind SDR is the most complex one, although its complexity is
claimed to be O((NP )3.5). In the observed SNR region, the
blind SD achieves the smallest complexity. Therefore, blind
SD outperforms the other blind decoders in both BER and
complexity in that region.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have investigated efficient blind OSTBC decoder design.
A general ML decision metric for a QS channel has been
derived. Our blind decoder results in a quadratic optimization
problem that can be efficiently solved using SD, V-BLAST
and SDR. We gave two conditions to determine whether an
OSTBC can be blindly decoded. For rotatable OSTBCs, pilot
symbols are needed to solve the inherent phase ambiguity. To
save the bandwidth, we proposed two totally blind decoders
via dual constellations and superimposed pilots. We also gave
a blind receiver structure for OSTBCs operating in two modes
and presented an MMSE channel estimator and predictor.
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